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Abstract 

With regard to moving helicopters on-board ship two 
questions are often asked 

• what sea state can I safely operate in? 
• what type of traversing system should I use? 

 
This paper will consider the analysis of the many parameters 
which influence operating limits.  That is to say 

• A model of the sea 
• A model of ship motion 
• A model of the helicopter response 
• A model of the traversing system 
• Presentation of results 

 
The paper will then show that whilst roll and pitch limits has 
some limitations, sea state is a totally inadequate descriptor. 
 

Inertial Ship body   
1 x surge positive aft 
2 y sway positive to starboard 
3 z heave positive up 

4 or  4 or  roll positive port down 
5 or  5 or  pitch positive stern down 
6 or  6 or  yaw positive stern to starboard 

 
Table 1 – Axis systems 

The axis origins move forward at the mean ship speed. 

Introduction 

Helicopter operations are an integral part of warship and 
offshore vessel operations.  These operations may be 
considered as two distinct regimes: 

1. Take-off and landing.  This regime is termed launch and 
recovery (or helicopter handling) where, as the aircraft is 
flying, the dominant criteria are relative wind-speed and 
direction.  Ship motions are a secondary consideration as 
the pilot can select a quiescent period. 

2. On board with rotors stopped for long periods or rotors 
running for short periods.  This regime is termed deck 
handling where, as the aircraft is in contact with the 
flight-deck, the dominant stability criteria are ship 
motions.  Wind-speed and velocity are a secondary 
consideration. 

The use of helicopters at sea is governed by operational limits.  
The stability, and loading, of the embarked helicopter are 
primarily a function of acceleration and angular displacement 
along, and about, the three axes of the ship shown in Table 1.  
Coupled with relative wind-speed and direction, stability and 
loading are functions of multiple variables.   

 

This paper considers how operating limits are defined, and the 
differences between rail and rail-less systems. 

Launch and Recovery 

Although this paper is primarily concerned with deck 
handling, a description of launch and recovery limits is 
complementary. 
 

 
 

Figure 1 – Typical relative wind envelope plot 
 

The launch or recovery phase of operations is generally 
completed within a relatively short time frame, measured in 2 
or 3 cycles of ship motion. 
 
For naval vessels, wind and motion limits are set during 
practical flying trials to produce a SHOL (Ship/Helicopter 
Operating Limit).  Relative wind envelope plots, typified in 
Fig.1, are accompanied by a simple single roll and pitch 
limitation and any other necessary information, such as 
aircraft mass, to define the SHOL.  The resultant SHOL is 
specific to the ship and aircraft type combination. 
 
Such plots can be displayed electronically by commercial 
products such as SHOLIS, SHOLDS and ORPHEUS. 
 

Deck Handling 

For naval vessels, roll/pitch limits are used extensively to 
address the various on-deck scenarios such as the traversing 
of a helicopter to and from the hangar, or, being lashed to the 
deck.  Exposure times may be as short as 10 minutes for a 
rotors-running weapon load turnaround to 15 days for an 
aircraft lashed-down in the hangar during a ship transit. 
 
These limits usually have a single limiting wind-speed, but it is 
noticeable that there is no mention of deck acceleration.  This 
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is to ignore Newton’s second law, since deck acceleration can 
produce inertial forces of significant magnitude. 
The apparent forces on the helicopter from motion and 
gravity at any instant are, in the ship body axes, given by 

sin
sin cos
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Fy m y g
Fz z g

− + 
= − −  

− −  
   N (1) 

The motions above are as measured by a strapdown motion 
reference unit (MRU) below the helicopter. 
 

Sea Modelling 

An outline of ship motion modelling is given as a basis for 
considering theoretical limits. 
Wind generated water waves are described by power density 
spectra in the frequency domain.  Typically the Bretschneider 
/ Pierson-Moskowitz 2-parameter spectrum of equation (2) is 
used for open ocean areas. 
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The most probable values of significant wave height H1/3 and 
modal period T1 are defined as a function of sea state in 
STANAG 4194, or more rigorously by probability, by location, 
by wind direction and by season, in ANEP-11. 
In practice, the wave spectrum at any given location will vary 
with: 

• the length of fetch (JONSWAP spectrum) 
• the persistence of wind direction and velocity 
• the effect of swell waves from other areas (Ochi-

Hubble spectrum) 
• the effects of water depth (TMA spectrum) and wave 

reflection 
Surface waves are considered to be the superposition of an 
infinite number of component sinusoidal waves, at an infinite 
number of evenly distributed random frequencies.  This leads 
to the definition of the time-history amplitude of an irregular 
long crested deep water wave as 
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and that of an irregular short crested wave as 
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where typically ( ) ( ) ( )22 / cosf v v=   

Ship Motion Modelling 

There are many ship motion programs available, the most 
common being the linear first order strip theory of SMP.  SMP 
is particularly useful as the theory, assumptions and 
limitations are well documented.  Strip theory gives a 
response amplitude operator (RAO) for each component 
wave as amplitude squared and phase (ε) in each of the six 

degrees of freedom of Table 1.  The RAOs are a function of 
wave frequency, under water ship geometry, ship speed U, 
wave amplitude and wave encounter angle χ.  RAOs are the 
square of the transfer function but the term RAO is often used 
loosely to describe transfer functions.  RAOs may be scaled by 
wave height, wave slope or other parameters to make them 
non-dimensional. 
 
Strip theory programs output RAOs over a range of wave 
frequencies for which the responses are significant.  The step 
in wave encounter angle sets the spreading increment v.  The 
total responses in inertial axes are then found by summation 
as shown by equation (5), where the RAO is presumed to be 
scaled by wave height.  Equation (5) may be differentiated to 
obtain velocity and acceleration amplitudes. 
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Note the term e  has been introduced to equation (5) to 
indicate the wave encounter frequency, where 

1 cosj
j je U
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   rad/s (6) 

It is evident from equations (3 and 4) that the selection of the 
random wave phases  will give different time-history 
realisations for a given spectrum.  It is also evident that the 
resultant time-history is dependent on the assumptions made 
for H1/3, T1, f(v) and the spectrum itself. 
Not so obvious is that to prevent the time history repeating a 
large number of unevenly spaced random wave phases are 
required.  This is done by interpolating the given RAOs. 
 
Strip theory responses are calculated at the ship’s “centre-of-
rotation”.  This is usually taken to be the centre-of-mass, or, 
the tri-section of the longitudinal centre-of-mass, centre-line 
and waterplane.  Angular motions are the same throughout 
the ship but the linear motions are not.  It can be shown that, 
by ignoring second order products, the accelerations at a 
point in the ship (x', y', z') from the centre-of-rotation, in the 
ship body axes, are given by equation (7). 
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If (x', y', z') is a point on the deck below the helicopter’s centre-
of-mass then, with the small angle approximation of strip 
theory, the apparent forces on the helicopter from deck 
motion and gravity are therefore calculated as an 
approximation of equation (1). 
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It is seen that the idealisations made in the wave spectrum 
flow down directly into the response model of equation (5).  
Accuracy will also be affected by the range of frequencies 
considered and the method of the numerical integration of 
equation (5). Equation (8) is the basis for calculating the 
apparent inertial forces by ship motion simulation.

Roll Slow speed / beam sea
Pitch  High speed / head sea
Yaw Following sea

Longitudinal Acceleration High speed / head sea
Lateral Acceleration Beam sea
Vertical Acceleration High speed / head sea

Wind force on helicopter Beam sea
Table 2 – Peak Occurrence

Analysis confirms that peak occurrences of each motion are 
dependent on the wave encounter angle and the ship speed 
as approximated in Table 2. Peak motions rarely occur 
simultaneously.

Helicopter response modelling

A free standing helicopter was modelled as a spring-mass-
damper system with 9 degrees-of-freedom on board a 
Leander frigate.
A series of simulations were run in inertial axes to investigate 
the helicopter undercarriage dynamics.  The helicopter 
modelled was the naval Lynx.

A full spring-mass-damper helicopter model was simulated in 
the frequency domain against a set of discrete component 
wave frequencies.  The helicopter equations of motion were 
solved for excitation by deck displacement at each wheel.  The 
results for each frequency were summed by superposition.

A second model treated each oleo leg assembly as a simple 
lumped mass system with no damping.

A third simplification used forced vibration (acceleration) 
through the helicopter’s centre-of-mass.

The fourth, and final, simplification ignored the helicopter’s 
moments of inertia, combined all the component 
accelerations at the centre-of-mass at time t and then solved 
the problem “statically” in the time domain for each time 
step.

For engineering purposes the results of the four simulations 
were identical.  This is illustrated in Fig.2, the time-history 
fragment of the Lynx port wheel reaction.  It is therefore 
justified to treat the aircraft as a quasi-static spring-mass 
system loaded through its centre-of-mass as in equation (1).

Figure 2 – Port wheel reaction in inertial axes

The helicopter force model is extended to include wind forces 
through the centre-of-pressure.  These forces are simply 
found by splitting the relative wind velocity into wind force 
components in the rotating ship body axes as Wx, Wy, Wz as 
shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3 – Helicopter model - apparent and wind forces

We also have moments due to rotary acceleration about the 
centre-of-mass, but let’s keep Fig.3 relatively simple.

Modelling has also found stability and loads to be sensitive to 
aircraft mass, centre-of-mass position, wheelbase, track, tyre 
size, inflation pressure and coefficient of deck friction.
In addition, from equations (7 and 8) the forces at the centre-
of-mass are sensitive to the x’, y’ position on the deck and 
rotation in the ship’s x axis.

Finally wind forces are sensitive to ambient temperature, as 
air density is inversely proportional to temperature.
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A model of the traversing system 

Whilst Fig.3 shows a free-standing helicopter (NH90), it is 
evident that the model can be extended to include helicopter 
wheel brake conditions and restraints such as 

• deck lock 
• tie-down lashings  
• flexible rail-less traversing system 
• semi-rigid rail guided traversing system with 

associated probe/s and/or axle extensions 
• tractor 

 
A set of equations are set up to describe the variables 
associated with the loads, moments and deflections of the 
helicopter and its restraints.  Significant nonlinearity is 
addressed by additional step functions of the IF-THEN variety, 
for example 

• deck lock stroke limits, no longer elastic 
• oleo stroke limits, no longer elastic 
• incompressibility of wires/lashings 
• reduced clearance in a rigid constraint, infinite 

stiffness 
• direction of travel 
• no wind in hangar 
• winch control functions, etc 

 
These highly non-linear equations are solved in FORTRAN90 
by the Powell hybrid method.  The code has proven robust, 
and has been validated by solving the same problem sets in 
Mathcad using the built-in Levenberg-Marquardt solver.  
Within the tolerances of iteration, the results are identical. 
It is interesting to note that there are, for example, 122 
variables to describe the solution of an NH90 helicopter 
restrained by a TRIGON handling system.  Calculations are not 
trivial. 
 
It is found that for all OPV, frigate and destroyer sized vessels 
lateral and vertical deck acceleration have a greater effect on 
stability and loads than roll or pitch.  Longitudinal acceleration 
and yaw have been found to have the least effect. 
 
In summary, mathematical simulation has shown that 
helicopter motion and loading can be calculated quasi-
statically in the time domain with no loss of accuracy. 

Presentation of results 

Having amassed a considerable amount data for a given 
ship/helicopter/traversing system combination the problem is 
how to present the results in a coherent form. 
 
At MacTaggart Scott we consider a point at which operating 
limits have been breached as  
1. Aircraft loads.  Excessive load on the airframe through 

the restraints of the handling system.  Loading is 
quantified by considering the vector loads at each 
attachment point on the aircraft. 

2. Restraint system loads.  Excessive load in any element of 
the handling system.  Loading is quantified by considering 
the vector loads at each attachment point on the system. 

3. Toppling.  Toppling occurs when the overturning moment 
is greater than the righting moment.  The advent of 
toppling is indicated by one of the MLG vertical wheel 
reactions going to zero.  This does not necessarily mean 
that the aircraft is unsafe, but wheel lift clear of the deck 
is a practical measure used by ships’ crews. 

4. Sliding.  It is possible that the aircraft tyres may slide 
within the confines of the handling system.  Combined 
sliding is identified as the situation where two or more 
tyres loose frictional contact and an unrestrained aircraft 
could rotate, or translate, across the deck. There is no 
stipulated go/no go value for combined sliding but 150 
mm is considered a practical measure. 

5. Aircraft motion limits.  It is often the case that the 
helicopter manufacturer will mandates roll, pitch and 
acceleration limits. 

These points are termed Motion Induced Interruptions. 

Results by Motion Induced Interruptions (MIIs) 

An MII is the point at which some parameter exceeds a given 
value or limit.  The MII concept is one of the principal methods 
used to quantify the results of seakeeping studies in STANAG 
4154.  The amplitudes of ocean wave peaks are considered to 
follow a Rayleigh distribution.  From equation (5) it follows 
that the ship responses will follow the same distribution.  It is 
therefore a relatively straightforward procedure to calculate 
the probabilities of MIIs being exceeded in the frequency 
domain.  This can be extended to calculate the rate of tipping 
or sliding MIIs for simple models, such as a man standing, 
using the forces of equation (8). 
 
Figure 4 indicates the combinations of sea state, wave 
encounter angle and ship speed at which a given MII is 
exceeded within a time history.  This plot is of limited practical 
use to shipboard operators as it is very difficult for the ship’s 
staff to accurately determine sea state and dominant wave 
encounter angle.  Additionally, the result is a single snapshot 
of conditions: 

• One ship class and loading case 
• One wave spread condition 
• One ideal wave spectrum 
• One wind-speed and direction 
• One rudder and one stabiliser response 
• One position on  deck 

 
This is no solution to the real-time question “is it safe to move 
my aircraft now?” 

Analysis of the operating limits of ship motion for helicopter traversing 5
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Figure 4 – Typical MII plot by sea state

Results by Sea State

Sea State is simply a number indicating the most probable 
significant wave height and modal period. As discussed above 
it is very difficult for the ship’s staff to accurately determine 
sea state and dominant wave encounter angle so again the 
question “is it safe to move my aircraft now?” is not answered.

Sea 
State Sea Simulation 

problem areas
Recommended
safe operations

Wildcat Mk2 5330 - 6250 kg

5 Short 
Crest

10k, None
15k, None 
20k, None
25k, None

All headings at 10k 
to 25k inclusive

Wildcat Mk2 6250 kg 37k wind

6 Short 
Crest

10k, 75 - 120°
15k, 75°
20k, None
25k, None

Head and following 
seas only below 
20k
All headings at 20k 
to 25k inclusive

Wildcat Mk2 6250 kg 50k wind

6 Short 
Crest

10k, 75 - 120°
15k, 75 - 135°
20k, 90°
25k, 90 - 105°

Head and following 
seas only 

Table 3 - Example operational limits Wildcat Mk2

Table 3 shows a typical result for sea state results with a host 
of caveats.

Results by Roll and Pitch

MacTaggart Scott is often asked for operational limits in terms 
of roll and pitch. Consider the case of SS5 above where no 
limits were found.

Figure 5

Fig 5 is an example of how acceptable combinations of roll and 
pitch could be construed.  These are tabulated below.

Pitch 3 2.5 2
Roll 3 6 9

Table 4 – Valid combinations of roll/pitch limits

The scatter diagrams only record motions generated in the 
time histories.  Thus Fig 5 understates maximum roll and pitch 
combinations.  To populate the fringes of the scatter diagrams 
more fully would require

1. longer time history simulations, or
2. incremental increases in significant wave height

The first approach would require considerable computing 
time as the larger the motion sought, the more improbable it 
becomes.

The second approach raises the question of what would be an 
appropriate modal period for an inter sea state wave height.  
Modal period increases with wave height.  The modal period 
is important as it sets the wave encounter frequency and ship 
accelerations vary with the square of frequency.

So we keeping increasing the sea state with appropriate 
modal periods until MIIs are found.

Figure 6 – Roll & pitch scatter, Ny & Nz scatter

Fig 6 shows roll/pitch limits with the corresponding deck 
accelerations as inertial load factors (MIL-T-81259B).  This 
clearly shows that although roll/pitch limits are truly 
scattered, limits defined by acceleration are bounded by a
lower sway acceleration and upper vertical acceleration.
This is an example of the relative importance of acceleration.

Inertial load factors are simply equation (8) divided by the 
helicopter weight mg.

6 Analysis of the operating limits of ship motion for helicopter traversing
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Thus it may be concluded that roll/pitch limits are easily the 
most simple to understand so long as it is understood that the 
results are only applicable to, amongst others, 

• ship type 
• helicopter type 
• handling system or restraint type 
• upper wind velocity 

Rail and rail-less traversing systems 

It has been shown how variants of both types of systems, 
together with deck locks, lashings and tractors can be 
modelled by the principles described and their capabilities 
presented for different ship types, helicopter types etc. 
 
Studies have shown similar traversing capability for both 
railed and rail-less handling systems. 
 
Example 1.  The RN Type 23 frigate has the PRISM rail system 
to handle Merlin and Wildcat.  The replacement Type 26 
frigate has the same two aircraft, but will be handled by the 
rail-less TRIGON. 
 
Example 2.  For the Australian Air Warfare Destroyer, Prism 
Defence (2008) independently assessed RAN options for 
handling Seahawk and Seasprite. TRIGON was compared with 
ASIST and RAST using the ANZAC frigate as a baseline using 
DSTO’s Ondeck software. 
To quote:  This analysis showed no clear overall operational 
capability advantage of any one of the systems evaluated over 
that of the others when comparing S-70B-2 operations aboard 
the ANZAC frigate. 
 
It is more often the case that the choice of handling system is 
simply due to operator preference.  Consider some of the 
Blohm und Voss MEKO frigates. 
 

Country Class System 
Turkey Yavuz Rail 
Portugal Vasco da Gama Rail 
Greece Hydra Rail 
Australia Anzac Rail 
New Zealand Anzac Rail-less 
South Africa Valour Rail-less 
Nigeria Aradu Rail-less 
Argentina Almirante Brown Rail-less 

 
Table 5 – MEKO frigate systems 

Validation 

MacTaggart Scott models have been validated by comparison 
with other companies’ products and resources. 
 
The validation of the principles behind the BAE (YARD), 
MacTaggart Scott and Leonardo models have been 
demonstrated by practical trials on the rolling platform at 
Boscombe Down. 

As part of the supply of TRIGON to the Lockheed Martin LCS, 
NAVAIR (Lakehurst) compared the results of the MacTaggart 
Scott Seahawk model with that of Indal’s Dynaface.  For 
engineering purposes the results were identical. 
 
MacTaggart Scott has also run simulations for the German 
Navy F125 and the NH90. These results compared favourably 
with those made independently by Wehrtechnische 
Dienststelle für Kraftfahrzeuge und Panzer (WTD 41) at Trier. 

Summary 

This paper has discussed the methods used to calculate 
operating limits for embarked helicopters.  It is shown that sea 
state limitations are impracticable. 
It is further shown that roll/pitch limits are a suitable method 
so long as they apply to a specific ship, helicopter & traversing 
system combination and have been determined by 
considering the worst case combinations of: 

• Wave spectrum 
• Wave height 
• Wave modal period 
• Wave encounter angle 
• Wind over deck velocity 
• Wind direction (relative) 
• Ship speed 
• Deck position 
• Helicopter mass 
• Helicopter centre-of-mass position 
• Coefficient of deck friction 

 
It has been shown that for practical purposes traversing limits 
for railed and rail-less handling systems are the same. 
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